123rd show dedicated to the equestrian world scheduled at Veronafiere 4-7 and 12-14 November

FIERACAVALLI 2021: TWO WEEKENDS OF EQUESTRIAN PASSION, SPORT AND BREEDER SHOWS
New items include the first NFT with the Jumping Verona brand, the debut of the “Top Team” competition
conceived by Scuderia 1918, the first international open call by Art&Cavallo and the hybrid exhibition format
by Cavalleria Toscana. The most eagerly awaited events include the twentieth Longines FEI Show Jumping
World Cup™, the Italian Breed Show and the European Competition Reserved for Arabian Thoroughbreds.
Verona, 28 October 2021 - Fieracavalli galloping towards edition number 123. The most important
international trade fair and show dedicated to the equestrian world returns to Veronafiere with a new format
over two consecutive weekends in November: Thursday 4 to Sunday 7 and Friday 12 to Sunday 14.
The event will welcome 3,000 horses representing 60 breeds from all over the world, 300 exhibiting
companies from more than 10 countries with buyers arriving from 18 countries thanks to incoming
programmes implemented in collaboration with ICE-Trade Agency. Not to mention 35 breeder associations,
more than 200 events including sports competitions, exhibitions and conferences, 8 halls and outdoor areas
to be visited and 5 competition rings, in addition to 3 rings where horses and riders can warm up and for
other tests and trials.
The new edition of Fieracavalli was presented this morning at Veronafiere by Federico Sboarina, Mayor of
Verona, Maurizio Danese, President of Veronafiere, Giovanni Mantovani, CEO of Veronafiere and Armando
Di Ruzza, Fieracavalli event manager. There were also remote reports by Francesco Battistoni,
Undersecretary of State for Agriculture, Food and Forestry Policies, Marco Di Paola, President of FISE,
Riccardo Boricchi, Jumping Verona event director, Giuseppe Perrone, EY Emeia Blockchain leader, Emanuele
Anchisi, Co-founder of Scuderia 1918 and Jonathan Sitzia, CEO of Cavalleria Toscana.
"Fieracavalli, after the digital switch in 2020 imposed by the pandemic, is back in attendance this year with a
format of more than 200 events held for the first time over two weekends," said Maurizio Danese, President
of Veronafiere. “During the lockdown, we had to tackle not only the economic and financial implications but
also the design challenge underlying the concept of resuming 'trade fairs attended in person' in total safety.
At this point along the way, everyone feels the need to meet again and Fieracavalli is well aware of this
responsibility, with the task of bring together again the community of professionals, sporting figures and
enthusiasts of the equestrian world to start all over again.
"This year Fieracavalli doubles up," explained Giovanni Mantovani, CEO of Veronafiere. “The new format
involving two weekends was carefully studied to ensure maximum safety for all participants, from sector
operators to the general public. Access to the exhibition centre will be limited to a maximum number of
parameter-controlled daily visitors to ensure that 4 sq. m. of space will per available per person, as per
international health regulations. This solution allows our audience of visitors to organize and book visits
online, in comfort and in compliance with all Covid prevention regulations."
SPORT On a sporting level, events include the twentieth edition of the Longines FEI Show Jumping World
Cup™, scheduled on the first weekend of the event (4-7 November), in addition to the finals of the two
national competitions organised by Fieracavalli itself: The Italian Champions Tour and the 123x123 Grand
Prix. The TOP Team competition is also making its début this year, where the most famous horse&rider pairs
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of Scuderia 1918 and the pairs selected by Jumping Verona compete for charity: The second weekend (1214 November) sees Hall 3 host American riding styles with Team Penning andRanch Sorting competitions.
BREEDING WORLD. The 123rd edition of Fieracavalli once again ensures considerable emphasis on the Italian
Breed Show, testifying to the richness of Italian equine livestock, with aptitude tests and performances in
collaboration with AIA and ANAREAI, with the Patronage of the Ministry of Agriculture. Arabian
thoroughbreds are the protagonists of the European Competition and the B International Show international events that aim to develop relationships and business opportunities related to this breed.
Italian saddle horses are an excellence of our country on a European scale and come to the fore in the
Breeding Circuit Final with the finals of the "Free Jumping", "Obedience and gaits" and "MprphologyAptitude Circuit" categories, in collaboration with the Ministry of Agriculture (MIPAAF). There is an absolute
début for Verona Auction: the international on-site and on-line auction exclusively for Italian saddle horses
in collaboration with Equinia, a French company specialized in this sector and accredited all over the world.
Lastly, the Iberian Horse Show will welcome about 100 horses including PRE (Iberian thoroughbred),
Lusitanian and Hispano-Arabian horses as protagonists of the Iberian show, not to mention Friesian horses.
EQUESTRIAN TOURISM During the two Fieracavalli weekends, horse tourism and slow, sustainable contact
with nature is in the limelight in Hall 4. The AGSM AIM Forum area welcomes “The changing journey" with
interviews, meetings and round tables to highlight all the beauty of Italy ready to be discovered while sitting
in a saddle.
FAMILY ENTERTAINMENT. The Family Area in Hall 1 will welcome playful moments and artistic-educational
workshops for children developed by Art&Cavallo and the Donkeys of Reggio Emilia donkey home. In Area
A, children ones can experience the thrill of the Saddle Christening by getting onto a horse for the first time
thanks to the specialized staff of Horse Valley Corte Molon.
DIGITAL TRANSITION. Several activities testify how the trade fair and show is preparing for a new virtual and
real model of entertainment. And an absolute first for the NFT under the Jumping Verona brand, developed
in collaboration with EY Italy. Enthusiasts will now be able to collect authentic digital objects certified by
Blockchain Polygon, as well as gain exclusive access to the Show Jumping World Cup. There is also the debut
of the first hybrid stand in Hall 7 with Cavalleria Toscana that will showcase many innovations and contents
combining digital and physical aspects to entertain, inform and engage its users and visitors. Last but not
least, Scuderia 1918 this year presents innovations that combine the great on-site novelty of the Top Team
with two innovative digital projects: the first Fan Tokens of the team's riders and the metaverse dedicated
to the equestrian world.
ART&CAVALLO Hall 2 will host the third edition of the contemporary art exhibition with equestrian themes
involving international artists conceived by architect Federica Crestani.
SUSTAINABILITY. With the aim of reducing the environmental impact of transporting the 3,000 horses
attending the Show, Fieracavalli has confirmed the agreement with ALIS - Associazione Logistica
dell’Intermodalità Sostenibile (Logistic Association of Sustainable Intermodality). Thanks to the combination
of several methods of freight transport, a reduction in CO2 emissions of between 40% and 60% compared to
transport performed exclusively by road is estimated.
SAFETY. In accordance with the Decree Law dated 23 July 2021, entrance to the Exhibition Centre will require
the presentation of a Green Pass or a swab with a negative result performed within the previous 48 hours.
Veronafiere has also adopted a specific Safe business protocol with advanced covid prevention measures,
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including temperature scanners at the gates, access quotas, rapid swab points, electronic tickets and
sanitizing of environments.
Use this link on the Fieracavalli YouTube channel to watch the presentation of the 2021 edition again. The
timing of reports by speakers is given below.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

From 16:30 - Maurizio Danese, President of Veronafiere
From 22:30 -Francesco Battistoni, Undersecretary of State for Agriculture, Food and Forestry
Policies
From 24:33 - Marco Di Paola, President of FISE
From 27:42 - Giovanni Mantovani, CEO of Veronafiere
From 38:28 - Riccardo Boricchi, Jumping Verona event director
From 42:30 - Armando Di Ruzza, Fieracavalli event manager
From 44:47 -Giuseppe Perrone, EY Emeia Blockchain leader
From 49:37 - Emanuele Anchisi, Co-founder of Scuderia 1918
From 55:01 -JonathanSitzia, CEO of Cavalleria Toscana
From 59:30 - Federico Sboarina, Mayor of Verona

www.fieracavalli.it
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123rd edition of the show for the equestrian world scheduled at Veronafiere 4-7 and 12-14 November

FIERACAVALLI WELCOMES THE FIRST DIGITAL UNIVERSE IN EQUESTRIAN FORMAT WITH
BLOCKCHAIN, TOKENS AND METAVERSE
For the first time in the trade fair and equestrian world, Fieracavalli launches a revolutionary operation in
the sector: the first NFTs under the Jumping Verona brand will make it possible, among other things, to
attend one or more days of the only Italian leg of the Longines FEI Jumping World CupTM
NFTs- an acronym for Non Fungible Tokens - are digital objects created on unique, recognizable and nonreplicable blockchain platforms. NFTs usually can only be purchased with a cryptocurrency but will be issued
by Fieracavalli against credit card payment and - once purchased - it will be possible to move them into your
digital wallet. The solution, developed in collaboration with EY, will make it possible to create NFTs on the
Polygon blockchain through the proprietary EY OpsChain platform and the associate them with different
metadata linked to exclusive experiences which only the owner-visitor will be able to access.
Alongside Jumping Verona NFTs, Fieracavalli, in collaboration with Scuderia 1918- owner of some of the
finest horses in the world - will also launch the Fan Token SCU1918, and both tokens will allow fans and
visitors to access numerous exclusive services, materials and experiences, as well as authentic collectible
digital properties.
Jumping Verona NFTs are therefore by definition unique pieces that cannot be replicated and are
guaranteed by the blockchain. Thanks to purchasing one or more NFTs, it will be possible not only to access
one of the days of the Italian leg of the Longines FEI Jumping World CUPTM but also become true collectors
of digital memories associated with the 20th edition of Jumping Verona. The objective over time is that all
Jumping Verona fans will be able to create authentic collections of tokens of the equestrian world to make
up a limited series of digital collectibles.
A world that is no longer the future but already our present: we need only think that the largest collection
of NFTs in terms of market value is NBA Top Shots, short highlight videos of basketball games certified by
the NBA League. There are 300,000 currently on sale and some Top Shots have traded for over $100,000; the
traded volume of the entire collection was worth more than $200 million in the last month alone.
Three thousand Jumping Verona NFTs will be issued for this edition, divided into three types: Silver, Gold
and Platinum. Having face values 50, 100 and 300 euros respectively, each token will allow access to physical
experiences experienced in person during the World Cup in the Volkswagen Pavilion at of Fieracavalli, and
authentic, unique and collectible digital objects year by year - such as jpg of the course of the Longines FEI
Show Jumping World Cup Grand PrixTM designed by Chef de piste Uliano Vezzani, or the exclusive interview
with the winner of the Verona stage of the event.
The Copernican revolution that the Verona event has set in motion in the world of horses, however, is by no
means limited to NFTs but points straight towards the major trend currently revolutionizing the world of
digital entertainment. The first metaverse dedicated to the equestrian world - developed in collaboration
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with The Nemesis- will be presented by Scuderia 1918 during the first 4 days of the event and released online
on the opening day itself - 4 November 2021 - on thenemesis.io.
A QR code available to every visitor will make it possible to obtain direct access to the first equestrian
metaverse where virtual players can challenge each other in high-engagement timed competitions,
culminating with the best score and earning NFTs as well as prizes, such as the riding cap made available by
Kep Italia or the limited edition sneakers by Scuderia 1918.
Digital securities also come to the fore with the blockchain version of "Verona Auction” for horses, developed
with EY, which will see Scuderia Fieracavalli 2021 comprising 100 NFTs paired with real horses up for auction.
The physical auction will obviously be attended in person with purchases of horses on parade at the trade
fair over the 4 days; the virtual event, on the other hand, will first see the creation of the 100 Fieracavalli
NFTs on the OpenSea marketplace of the Scuderia and then the launch of the auction, thereby creating a
digital event mirroring the actual auction but with a potential audience going fay beyond the boundaries of
the equestrian world.
The appointment in Verona therefore not only doubles up but also turns into an event capable of catalyzing
an infinitely wider audience, thereby offering the sector a new way of conceiving business, which could
potentially no longer only be linked with horse trading but also the exchange of objects and blockchain
certified digital currencies, as already seen among the communities of the most popular sports in the world.
We look forward to seeing you all in Verona and online at nft.fieracavalli.com, thenemesis.io and
scuderia1918.com 4-7 and 12-14 November 2021.

METAVERSE AND NFT: Metaverse is a virtual reality that re-runs in digital format many experiences previously
only achievable in physical ways by combining a series of digital technologies ranging from videoconferencing, e-mails, cryptocurrencies, games and live-streaming. Currently considered by experts to be the
natural evolution of the internet, it is made up of a network of collaborative and immersive virtual worlds
where an unlimited number of avatars can interact, learn, shop and participate in all kinds of activities. The
link with NFTs (Non Fungible Tokens) is intrinsic since in metaverses you can make purchases using
cryptocurrencies as well as exchange NFTs.
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123rd edition of the show for the equestrian world scheduled at Veronafiere 4-7 and 12-14 November

FIERACAVALLI 2021: A STAGE FOR THE FINEST CHAMPIONS IN THE WORLD
Sports competitions, carousels, exhibitions and contests to discover the morphological and aptitude
characteristics of the 60 breeds attending the show
Verona, 4/7 and 12/14 November 2021- More than 3,000 horses belonging to 60 different breeds confirm
Fieracavalli as a unique stage for showcasing the special features of the finest horses that animate the
exhibition centre every year. Presenting a broad cross-section of the 200 horse breeds found around the
world, the event - scheduled at Veronafiere 4-7 and 12-14 November - stands out as an unmissable landmark
for the breeding sector. Sports and morphology competitions, shows and carousels: these seven days
dedicated to horses will involve countless initiatives in the programme to highlight the qualities of the various
breeds, as well as understand and appreciate all their facets.
Starting from Italy itself - a country boasting the broadest biodiversity in the world - the exhibition in
collaboration with AIA (Italian Breeders Association), staged over the first weekend in Halls 1 and 2, testifies
to the wealth of nation's livestock by merging technical-educational aspects with the traditions and culture
of the local area associated with each breed. Always with the aim of promoting the importance of Italian
breeding, this year welcomes the debut of Enwreathe first national association embracing 28 minor breeds
and already a landmark for all breeders of Italian horse and donkey breeds.
The 123rd edition of Fieracavalli once again dedicates an entire show to Italian saddle horses in Hall 3. The
initiatives promoted by MIPAAF - Ministry of Agricultural, Food and Forestry Policies - for qualitative and
quantitative improvement of this breed as an point of excellence on an Italian and European scale, include
the Final of the Breeding Circuit for 2-3 year old horses, as well as the finals of the Obedience and Gait, Free
Jumping, Morphology and Foals events.
Italian Saddle Horses are also the protagonists of Verona Auction: the international on-site and on-line
auction for 2 and 3 year old horses in collaboration with Equinia - a French company specialized in this sector
and accredited all over the world - whose absolute debut is scheduled for Saturday 6 November at 20:00 in
Hall 8.
The colours and traditions of Iberian lands are the protagonists in Hall 2 with over 100 specimens over the
second weekend. Collaboration with UAIPRE- the United Italian Pura Raza Española Associations, the
Association that manages the stud book of PRE horses in Italy - and other sector associations sees
competitions and demonstrations of Dressage, Haute École and Doma Vaquera scheduled to highlight the
aptitude of Pura Raza Española and thoroughbred Lusitanian horses.
The second weekend will also offer space for "stars and stripes" breeds in Hall 3 where visitors can discover
American Quarter, Appaloosa and Paint horse breeds, duly registered in the AQHA, APHA and ApHc breed
registers. Special mention can also be given to a horse breed making its return to the show: the Quarab
horses combine the talent and qualities of the breeds that sire them: the intelligence and beauty of Arabians,
the solidity and strength of Quarter horses and the exclusive coat of Paint horses.
Lastly, the oldest breed in the world will also be present: the elegant Arabian thoroughbred. An intelligent,
vigorous horse with a head of unmistakable beauty and large and expressive eyes. The best examples of this
breed will come together in Hall 8 12-14 November to compete for the title of ECAHO Approved European
Champion, one of the most coveted by breeders.
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123rd edition of the show for the equestrian world scheduled at Veronafiere 4-7 and 12-14 November

FIERACAVALLI 2021: THE ADVENTURES OF THE LATEST "SOLITARY KNIGHTS"
From Pantelleria to Syria, from Roccasecca dei Volsci to Mongolia: there is boundless testimony of new ways
of experiencing tourism from the saddle and rediscovering the pleasure of slow travel.
Verona, 4/7 and 12/14 November 2021- A symbol of ethical and green tourism, journeys on horseback ensure
informed and aware discovery of local areas along slow itineraries in contact with nature.
With enormous potential for development still yet to be explored and exploited, equestrian tourism is the
protagonist of the 123rd Fieracavalli which, year after year, brings together the testimony of associations,
guides and expert trekkers to talk about their experiences along more or less travelled bridleways in Italy and
elsewhere.
With the aim of becoming a landmark for all horse trekking enthusiasts and promoting the values that
equestrian tourism embodies, 4-7 and 12-14 November Fieracavalli will host in the AGSM AIM Forum Area
"The Changing Journey" - interviews, meetings and round tables highlighting the beauty of Italy, as well as
other places, to be discovered from the saddle.
On this occasion, the Natura a Cavallo association presents two treks: the first, the Via delle Prealpi, is a
journey through the Veneto Pre-Alps about 480 km long lasting 15 days that was undertaken in August 2020
in collaboration with the Veneto Region; the second itinerary, Dante's Way, was conceived in 2021 to
commemorate the 700th anniversary of the death of Dante Alighieri. It involved the participation of 13 horses
and riders following in the footsteps of Italy's great poet.
Francesco Paolo Lanzino of WoodVivors, on the other hand, will arrive at Fieracavalli right in the middle of
his 2,500 km journey at a mule's pace - from Pantelleria to Turin - along the Apennine ridges and well away
from large urban centres, following the traces of old paths and sheep tracks. The WoodVivors team, made
up of ten youngsters, two mules and a donkey, embarked on this journey to highlight the forgotten reality of
rural Italy, collecting the testimony of field workers and artisans as the protagonists of that world.
Instead, as a way to escape everyday life, Cristian Moroni in May this year left his home town of Roccasecca
dei Volsci (LT) to begin his journey along the Tyrrhenian coast with the intention of following the entire
perimeter of Italy on his horse Furia.
Guests of the Forum Area will also include Paola Giacomini who, two years after her solo adventure through
the steppes of Mongolia, returns to Fieracavalli to present her next project "Behind the postcard": an
itinerary - scheduled for 2022 - of 1,500 km to be covered in 100 days to celebrate the 100th anniversary of
the Abruzzo and Gran Paradiso National Parks. During the journey, undertaken with the intention of
reflecting on how the landscape is changing, a postcard will be written and sent to the two parks celebrating
the centenary with a thought towards the future of nature.
Lastly, Marco Rigali brings his experience of the Orient to Fieracavalli: an 18-month journey starting off from
the port of Latakia in Syria that unfolded along the ancient silk roads, crossing Turkey, Iran, Turkmenistan,
Uzbekistan, Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan as far as China.

www.fieracavalli.it
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123rd edition of the show for the equestrian world scheduled at Veronafiere 4-7 and 12-14 November

FIERACAVALLI 2021: EQUESTRIAN CULTURE EMBRACING SOCIAL COMMITMENT AND INCLUSION
The AGSM AIM Forum Area - The Changing Journey: testimonies and projects focusing on the therapeutic and
inclusive role of horses
Verona, 4/7 and 12/14 November 2021 - Social commitment and inclusion: these are the cornerstones of
equestrian culture that Fieracavalli- the landmark event on the international equestrian scene - has always
been determined to share and promote. From Horse Assisted Therapy to the treatment of Autism Spectrum
Disorder in children and opportunities for redemption among the most disadvantaged people in society.4-7
and 12-14 November, the AGSM AIM Forum Area hosts The Changing Journey: meetings and interviews
focusing on experiences and projects that in testify how the relationship between people and horses helps
improve the health status of people with disabilities and level out social inequalities.
With the aim of enhancing the beneficial effects of horse therapy with children suffering from Autism
Spectrum Disorder, Fieracavalli presents version 2.0 of the initiative in the Forum Area of Hall 4 - Riding the
Blue - an experimental project that started in 2019 and coordinated by Professor Leonardo Zoccante thanks
to collaboration with the Integrated University Hospital of Verona and the Verona Local Social and Health
Authority no. 9. Riding the Blue 2.0 is the extension of the original project with the aim of replicating the
experimental protocol on a national scale to support by specialist facilities structures in the area. The ultimate
aim is for such Horse Assisted Therapy to be the Italian National Health Service with all young patients who
do not have the opportunity to benefit from this type of treatment privately. The determination to ensure
continuity and impact for this type of therapy for the treatment of autism arises, on the one hand, from the
growing number of cases in recent years and, on the other, on the encouraging results of the experimental
approach presented in the 2020 during the digital edition of Fieracavalli and published in the Journal of
Clinical Studies Magazine: improvements in motor potential and stimulation of intellectual faculties alike
were seen in the children taking part in the project.
Another interesting testimony on the decisive role of horses in the social inclusion for disadvantaged people
is the project promoted by ACSI Lombardy and the Solidarity Forum thanks to financing provided by the
Milan Community Foundation and the collaboration of UNOM (National Union of Farriery Operators), Green
Jackets Lombardy ODV and the Opera Prison.
Conducted between March and May this year, the initiative involved 8 inmates in a farrier assistant course
for a total duration of 350 hours, with the aim of encouraging their reintegration into the world of work. All
training activities were carried out in the stables inside the prison and, following the final exam, the 8 inmates
obtained a regional certificate for the skills they had acquired.
Again with the aim of helping prisoners acquire new professional skills and train a niche figure in great
demand in the sector through a farrier assistant course in collaboration with UNOM, the People and Horses
project was set in motion, thanks to synergy between Veronafiere, FISE Veneto and Montorio Prison. To turn
this opportunity for redemption into reality, Fieracavalli and FISE Veneto will launch an appeal during the
Show to industrialists, entrepreneurs and sector operators to become partners in the project so that the first
training course can be held.
This is just one of the many initiatives emerging from collaboration between Fieracavalli and Montorio
Prison. Their bond began in 2013 thanks to the efforts of the Prison Governor, Dr. Maria Grazia Bregoli, and
initially saw a stable set up inside the prison managed by inmates and later on the organization of a stable
technician training course.
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Montorio Prison not only has a stable but also houses a carpentry workshop in collaboration with the interior
architecture studio Reverse, specialized in the design of stands, installations and sustainable design objects
and, also for this edition of Fieracavalli, the work of prisoners will be clearly visible at the Show through
several stands built in this workshop .
The latest activity in chronological order involving the inmates of Montorio Prison is the equestrian theatre
course launched in July this year, in collaboration with the Horse Valley Corte Molon Association and FISE
Veneto. An opportunity for five inmates to acquire the basic notions needed to establish a relationship of
mutual trust with horses, learn specific equestrian techniques and at the same time work on the
interpretation of roles, the expression of emotions and the assumption of responsibility - all by mastering
their own emotions and personality. The results of the course will be presented during the next edition of
Fieracavalli: from Thursday 4 to Sunday 7, these inmates will stage the skills acquired in the equestrian
theatre show scheduled in Hall 1 and Outdoor Area A.

www.fieracavalli.it
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123rd edition of the show for the equestrian world scheduled at Veronafiere 4-7 and 12-14 November

FIERACAVALLI 2021: ART&CAVALLO: AN EQUESTRIAN ART EXHIBITION OF INTERNATIONAL
SCOPE
The show renews its bonds with artistic expression through the third edition of the Art&Cavallo contemporary
art exhibition open on both weekends
Verona, 4/7 and 12/14 November 2021 - First held in 2019 with the aim of promoting the figure of horses
and a more ethical and respectful approach to this noble animal, the Art & Horse contemporary art exhibition
- conceived by architect Federica Crestani - returns to Fieracavalli with its third edition.
Open to visitors in Hall 2 (4-7 and 12-14 November), the exhibition brings together the works of the 30
finalists of the related international competition: painters, sculptors and photographers selected from more
than 150 artists entering the contest from all over the world - from the United States to Australia by way of
Croatia and Germany – who will be judged by a jury that, on Saturday 6 November at 12:30, will announce
the winner of each category. The award ceremony will take place in the presence of a guest of honour: art
critic Vittorio Sgarbi, who will comment on a selection of the 80 and more works on display.
This year, the Art&Cavallo project is the result of collaboration with KEP Italia - the riding helmet specialist
which has always been attentive to the promotion of artistic and cultural themes - and Banca Passadore
which, from 5-14 November, itself hosts the first collateral Art&Cavallo event in Palazzo Balladoro.
The major new item for this third edition of the show is partnership with the equestrian art gallery Paard
Verzameld based in Amsterdam, thanks to which the exhibition takes on an increasingly international nature
with the involvement of artists from all over the world.
In addition to the works of the winners of the 2020 edition, Hall 2 will also be a chance to visit the exhibition
space dedicated to Art&Cavallo LAB, the beating heart of the project. There will be no lack of works emerging
from the network of art workshops for inclusiveness coordinated with Horse Assisted Therapy thanks to
collaboration with several specialist hospitals.
This is how horses once again become the undisputed protagonist thank to the interpretations of various
artists united in the aim of promoting the noble animal itself as a true work of art.
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Fieracavalli at Veronafiere 4-7 and 12-14 November

FIERACAVALLI 2021: EIGHT HALLS OF PURE EQUESTRIAN PASSION
•

HALL 1

4-7 NOVEMBER | ANACAI NATIONAL TPR AND HAFLINGER SHOW
This is the showcase of equine biodiversity in Italy bringing together technical, educational and cultural
elements. With ANACAI TPR and ANACRHAI, Hall 1 is home to: 83rd National Breed Show and CAI TPR
National Biodiversity Showcase, 82rd National Haflinger Horse Show and 4th National Championship for
foals born in 2021.
12-14 NOVEMBER | AMERICAN MORPHOLOGY - QUARAB HORSES - SPECIAL TEAMS EVENT
Morphology and aptitude events involving American breeds - Quarter, Appaloosa and Paint horses duly
registered in the AQHA, APHA and ApHc stud books. This Hall is also home to Quarab Horses, a cross-breed
between Arabian and Quarter horses. The ring also has room for sport with a Special Event dedicated to the
FISE Teams discipline by GIA - Italian Teams Group.
4-7 / 12-14 NOVEMBER | FAMILY AREA
Fieracavalli has created the LUDONKEY project for kids, in collaboration with the Donkeys of Reggio Emilia
organisation - a specialist in educational activities for families involving donkeys. In this recreational area,
children and parents can discover - in total safety - the world of donkeys through workshops and educational
games. The programme also includes the Saddle Christening accompanied by qualified personnel belonging
to ASD Horse Valley and dedicated to anyone who has not yet experienced the thrill of riding. Children will
be able to caress, get to know and communicate with horses and sit in the saddle for the first time. The Family
Area will also have space for art with the organization of artistic workshops where children can express their
creativity by painting and creating small works of art with horses or donkeys as the main subject, using
material partially as-found in the Exhibition Centre.
•

HALL 2

4-7 NOVEMBER | ANAREAI - ITALIALLEVA
Hall 2 - in collaboration with Italialleva - is home to the Review of Italian Breeds in the Stud Book and Register
recognized by the Ministry of Agriculture (MIPAAF), representing the wealth of Italian livestock and the
importance of breeding in our sector.
ANAREAI will also attend for the first time - a national association of breeders founded last year covering 28
breeds (horses and donkeys) under a single management system. ANAREAI breeds are subjects are risk of
extinction and consequently the association is making every effort to save, promote and develop these
minor breeds.
12-14 NOVEMBER | IBERIAN AND FRIESIAN HORSE SHOW - GOLD GALA ACADEMY
Iberian and Friesian horses are the protagonists of the programme in Hall 2 over the second weekend. In
collaboration withUAIPRE- Union of Italian Pura Raza Española breeders - about 100 PRE, Lusitanian and
Hispano-Arabian horses are involved in dressage, Haute École and Doma Vaquera contests and competitive
events - including the Special Event Copa Fieracavalli 2021 - to highlight their aptitude.
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The Fieracavalli Gold Gala-Academy also takes to the field with a number of demonstrations of free rein
work applied to equestrian performances.
•

HALL 3

4-7 NOVEMBER | ITALIAN SADDLE HORSE in collaboration with Ministry of Agriculture (MIPAAF)
Fiercavalli has always dedicated a specific show to Italian saddle horses. The initiatives promoted by MIPAAF
- Ministry of Agricultural, Food and Forestry Policies - for qualitative and quantitative improvement of this
breed as an point of excellence on an Italian and European scale, include theFinal of the Breeding Circuit for
2-3 year old horses, as well as the finals of the Obedience and Gait, Free Jumping, Morphology and Foals
events.
12-14 NOVEMBER | WESTERNSHOW - ITALIAN TEAM PENNING AND RANCH SORTING CHAMPIONSHIPS
The Westernshow as ever is definitely not-to-be-missed with its adrenaline-pumping American disciplines.
This year, Hall 3 over the second weekend will home to the Italian Championships for the most highly
acclaimed western events: Team Penning and Ranch Sorting, both stock contests demonstrating the skill of
horses and riders working to keep livestock under control: so let's get cheering for the best riders in these
two specialities.
•

HALL 4

4-7 NOVEMBER / 12-14 NOVEMBER | AGSM AIM FORUM AREA | EQUESTRIAN TOURISM - SOCIAL
INCLUSION
Hall 4 is home to interviews, meetings and round tables highlighting all the beauty of Italy ready to be
discovered from the saddle. On this occasion, the Natura a Cavallo Association, Cristian Moroni, Francesco
Lanzino of WoodVivors Paola Giacomini and Marco Rigali will talk about their experiences taking in routes
dedicated to Dante, solitary treks around the entire perimeter of the Italian Peninsula, mule treks through
the most rural parts of Italy and travel celebrating the 100th anniversary of the Abruzzo and Gran Paradiso
National Parks and 18 months of itineraries along the Silk Road.
The same area will welcome in-depth meetings focusing on Fieracavalli's commitment to social matters, with
projects for reintegration of prisoners, art therapy and Assisted Interventions with Horses to treat Autism
Spectrum Disorder in children.
The Horse Friendly Arena project is back again, where some of the finest training schools will talk about
secrets, advice and anecdotes to promote the principles of "natural" non-coercive communication training.
•

HALL 5

4-7 12-14 NOVEMBER | FISE ARENA
Collaboration with FISE - Italian Federation of Equestrian Sports continues and for the 123rd Fieracavalli
involves a programme of competitions for professionals and amateurs in the by now well consolidated FISE
Arena format. Many sporting events will involve talented young riders in Italian Show Jumping.
TheBest Rider of the Sport Project takes place 4-7 November. Col. Colonel Lodovico Nava, for the best
horse&rider pairs achieving qualification for the circuit final, the Masters event (Bronze, Silver and Gold)
scheduled for heights ranging from 115 to 135 cm and the traditional appointment Regions Pony Cup, the
Pony Trophy and the Pony Champions Cup, where hundreds of young people will compete on their ponies
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representing the various Regional Committees all over Italy. There are great expectations over first weekend
for the 45th Under 21 Regions Grand Prix, where top young riders representing Italian regions will compete.
The second weekend - 12-14 November sees the show continue with an impressive sports program boasting
the involvement of Uliano Vezzani, one of the most important chef de piste in the world, who will design the
courses tackled by all riders taking part in Verona.the FISE Arena relaunches its offering with the National
Pony Show. The sports calendar for the second weekend then includes theMasters named in honour of
Mariuccia Grandinetti. An event that the Federation organized to commemorate a great woman in the horse
world, passionate and always close to the world of equestrian sports.
•

HALL 6

4-7 NOVEMBER / 12-14 NOVEMBER | TRADE AREA
Every year, more than 200 stands exhibit the latest products in the 12,000 sq.m. trade area. Visitors can find
the most important brands offering clothing, accessories and equipment for equitation and everything you
need for horse riding: boots, caps and saddles, as well as casual clothes for days in the countryside.
•

HALL 7

4-7 NOVEMBER / 12-14 NOVEMBER | SHOW AREA
Hall 7 showcases the most exclusive ideas and cutting-edge equipment by the leading brands in the sector,
with the top manufacturers of riding helmets, saddles, boots and technical clothing.
•

HALL 8:

4-7 NOVEMBER | LONGINES FEI JUMPING WORLD CUP ™ - 123x123 FIERACAVALLI GRAND PRIX - ITALIAN
CHAMPIONS TOUR - TOP TEAM - EQUESTRIAN PERFORMANCES
Verona renews its appointment with the show jumping elite by hosting the Longines FEI Jumping World
CupTM - this year celebrating the twentieth edition of the only Italian stage of the World Cup at Fieracavalli.
The same competition field will welcome 123 horses and riders competing in Bronze, Silver and Gold
categories for the Fieracavalli 123x123 Grand Prix, the show jumping competition launched in 2018 to
celebrate the 120 editions of the event.
The is also the Italian Champions Tour Final, a team show jumping circuit exclusively for Italian riders,
conceived and developed to offer professionals and ordinary enthusiasts - the magic of great equitation
coming to life again to send an important message: you win as a team!
The TOP Team competition also makes its debut this year on Saturday afternoon before the Piccolo Grand
Prix: two teams will take up challenge: Jumping Verona and Scuderia 1918. An amazing line-up of champions
engaged in an exciting and spectacular event where every jump taken without faults will contribute towards
a final prize fund that will then be donated to charity.
The evening of Thursday 4 November welcomes "Fieracavalli Night Show", while on on Sunday 7 visitors can
attend the "Gala d'Oro in Festival" awards ceremony and performances.
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12-14 NOVEMBER | EUROPEAN ARABIAN HORSE CHAMPIONSHIP - VERONA INTERNATIONAL CUP - FISE
COMPETITIONS
Arabian horses are once again in the forefront of the show thanks to their elegance, agility and versatility.
The European Championship will see the best Arabian horses, from one to ten years old, compete for the
European title. The programme also includes the Verona International Cup, an International B competition
that aims to develop relationships and business opportunities related to this breed.
The afternoon sets off again with FISE show jumping and the top categories for the Mariuccia Grandinetti
Trophy, theNational Pony Show and theTop Ten Ambassador.
•

AREA A

4-7 NOVEMBER / 12-14 NOVEMBER | ECOPNEUS ARENA
Area A this year hosts a 40 x 20 arena, set up by S.E. Sport Europa involving an innovative material entirely
conceived and designed for the well-being of horses and riders. So flat work can begin for riders competing
in national races, in addition to the Tradition Competition of the Italian TeamsGroup, the activities of the
Fieracavalli Gold Gala Academy, and to the free rein handling of horses in order to continue technical
experimentation of the characteristics of this new eco-sustainable terrain in ELTs.
AREAS B and D:
4-7 NOVEMBER / 12-14 NOVEMBER | SHOW AREA
A wide-ranging gastronomic journey discovering regional culinary traditions. The Village of Traditions means
that visitors can dine side by side with Maremma cowboys and Trentino breeders while listening to
fascinating anecdotes.
NOT-TO-BE-MISSED
•

ART&CAVALLO (HALL 2): The equestrian-themed exhibition of contemporary art conceived
byFederica Crestani can be enjoyed on all seven days of the event. The protagonists are numerous
artists, even of international fame, whose works manage to enhance the figure of horses and the
relationship between people and the noble animal. One of the most important items in this event is
the international competition which presents, in collaboration with the international equestrian art
gallery Paard Verzameld Gallery in Amsterdam, 30 painters, sculptors and photographers in the
finals. The award ceremony is scheduled on Saturday 6 at 12:30 and will be attended by art critic
Vittorio Sgarbi, who will comment on some of the 80 works on display.

•

VERONA AUCTION (HALL 8): An absolute preview will take place at 20:00 on Saturday 6 for Verona
Auction - the international auction in collaboration with Equinia entirely dedicated to Italian horse
breeds. The auction will essentially focus on 2 and 3 year old horses that enjoy stronger appeal
internationally because they can be viewed in morphological terms as well as in free jumping. It is
precisely the jumping trials that makes it easier for potential buyers to assess the quality of the foal.
The auction at Fieracavalli is expected to attract about thirty foals boasting the best genealogies..
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THINGS YOU SHOULD KNOW ABOUT:
•

RIDING TOGETHER: two words that express Fieracavalli's commitment to social issues. Many social
inclusion initiatives are promoted by the event to highlight the importance of the relationship
between people and horses to overcome limitations and difficulties.
Set up in 2019, the Riding the Blue project coordinated by Dr. Leonardo Zoccante promotes the value
and benefits of horse-assisted therapy in children with Autism Spectrum Disorder. The research
results presented at Fieracavalli 2020 reported functional improvements in participants in several
areas of adaptive behaviour, as well as an increase in motor coordination and sensory processing
ability with a positive impact on daily life. Given such success, this year it has been expanded to
become Riding the blue 2.0. The intention is to replicate the experimental protocol on a national
scale and thereby promote the potential o fHorse Assisted Therapy with autistic children. The
ultimate aim is to have this type of therapy recognized bythe National Health Service.
Fieracavalli has also supported projects for social reintegration of prisoners for many years. Horse
stables have been set up inside the Montorio District Penitentiary as an opportunity for personal
redemption for many inmates who, thanks to horses, have the chance to learn a trade (such as groom
or farrier). The 123rd Fieracavalli, following an approach launched in July, it will be possible to attend
equestrian theatre performances with five inmates thanks to the support of the Horse Valley - Corte
Molon Association and FISE Veneto.
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123rd FIERACAVALLI:
Facts and Figures
Fieracavalli - a landmark event on the international equestrian scene - has always highlighted facts and
figures in a sector on stage in Verona for more than 120 years.
This year - with the innovative new format over two weekends - Fieracavalli maintains its leadership as a
landmark in breeding, sports, business and popular worlds.
Facts & figures for the event - Summarizing 7 days overall.
More than 60 breeds will once again attend the show from all over the world, for a total of3,000 horses and
35 breeder associations. The programme will host as many as 200 events embracing sports competitions,
exhibitions and conferences, allowing visitors to move freely between the various activities scheduled in the
8 halls and 3 outdoor areas set up with outdoor rings and large screens for live coverage of indoor
competitions.5 areas are dedicated to competition rings inside the Halls, for a total area of 8,000 m2, plus 3
warm-up fields totalling 1,750 m2.The trade section will welcome 300 exhibitors from more than 10
countries and buyers travelling from 18 countries.
Horse sector enthusiasts grew during the pandemic.
The equestrian sector has witnessed a significant increase over the last year, driven by more widespread
general interest in fresh air activities involving areas such as slow tourism, trekking and outdoor activities. As
early the beginning of 2021, FISE (the Italian Federation of Equestrian Sports) posted record numbers on
breaking through the "wall" of 100,000 members in just three months, while at the end of the year the figure
was 23.3%, for a total of 162,995 amateur and professional members.
There were also rewarding results for equestrian tourism from FITETREC-ANTE, posting a total increase of
35% for specialist members and a total of +38% for people practising equestrian tourism, reaching 36,523
members in the course of 2021. These figures suggest that restrictions associated with the Covid19 pandemic
have instilled a desire in the hearts of Italians to rediscover local areas and enjoy all of those outdoor
activities where horses are the protagonists.
Data for the breeding sector is stable
On the other hand, data for the breeding sector remained stable: more than 480,000 animals were listed in
the Italian Registry in 2021. The total also includes 97,000 donkey "cousins" and 7,000 mules, in addition to
less numerous but equally important and more exotic "relatives" with 193 zebras and 4 zebra-donkey crossbreeds. Owners registered by the AIA (Italian Breeders Association) come to 224.526 people.
www.fieracavalli.it
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USEFUL INFORMATION
Exhibition site: https://fieracavalli.it/it/
Programme https://fieracavalli.it/it/programma-2021/
General information
Show days: 4-7 and 12-14 November
Event timetable: Thursday to Saturday 9.00-21.30(trade halls close at 19:30), Sunday 9.00-19.30
Entrance gates: Cangrande and San Zeno (Viale del Lavoro) and Re Teodorico (Viale dell'Industria)
Admission only with ticket purchased exclusively online
Green pass required to enter the Exhibition Centre
2 quick swab points (€15)
Parking areas: Palaexpo for VIPs, Journalists, Authorities; P3, P4, P7 for visitors
8 Halls
Theme areas: Commercial Areas, Art&Cavallo, Arabian horse, Spanish horses, Events, Horse Friendly Arena,
Entertainment and shows, Jumping Verona, Breeder Shows, Riding Together, Sport and Competitions,
Equestrian Tourism and Westernshow
Press:
Accreditation for Fieracavalli exclusively online
https://fieracavalli.it/it/accredito-stampa/
Help Desk - Cangrande Entrance Gate
The Palaexpo parking area is reserved for the Press, subject to availability
Press room in the gallery between Halls 4/5, first floor (free access within capacity limits)
Wifi Press room: network SalaStampa - password PressServices
Contacts:
Veronafiere Press Office
Tel.: + 39.045.829.83.50 - 82.42 - 82.10 - 82.23 E-mail: pressoffice@veronafiere.it
Fieracavalli Press Office
Studio Tiss
Tel.: 02 314107 E-mail: fieracavalli@studiotiss.com
Jumping Verona Press Office
Equi-Equipe
Tel.: 06 45495394 E- email: press@equi-equipe.com
National Radio/TV
Ispropress - Benny Lonardi
Mob. 393 4555590 E-mail: direzione@ispropress.it
Fieracavalli is on the following social media networks:
Instagram @fieracavalli https://www.instagram.com/fieracavalli/
Twitter @fieracavalli https://twitter.com/fieracavalli
Facebook @fieracavalli https://www.facebook.com/fieracavalli
Official hashtags:
#Fieracavalli2021; #Fieracavalli
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PRESS RELEASE / #1
October 18th, 2021
HISTORY, TRADITION, INNOVATION AND EXCITEMENT… JUMPING VERONA 2021 HAS IT ALL!
It’s just three weeks to Jumping Verona 2021, and it’s all-systems-go! The cancellation of the 2020 edition of this hugely popular
showjumping fixture was inevitable due to the pandemic that brought the world to a grinding halt last year. But that just adds to
the excitement and anticipation ahead of this year’s event which will celebrate the 20th anniversary of top-class competition in
the beautiful city so closely associated with the story of Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet.

JV/S.Grasso

The feature class of the show which runs from Friday 5th to Sunday 7th November is, of course, the Longines FEI Jumping World
Cup qualifier in which the stars of the sport will battle it out for qualifying points towards the world Final in Leipzig, Germany next
April.

Jumping Verona presents the third of the 11 Western European League qualifying legs taking place this season, and although
spectator-numbers will be restricted in order to comply with essential Covid-19 regulations the atmosphere is still guaranteed to
be intense. Italian showjumping fans love their sport, and don’t hold back when supporting the home riders in particular.
“The entry list will be defined at the end of this week, “says Riccardo Boricchi, show director for Jumping Verona. “Among those
who have already confirmed they are coming there are the three riders who stood on the podium of the last World Cup Final held
April 2019, Steve Guerdat, Martin Fuchs and Peder Fredricson. Fredricson is leading the world ranking for the first time in his career,
replacing Germany’s Daniel Deusser, another rider who will also be coming to Verona.”
STARTED
The story of the Italian leg of the FEI Jumping World Cup series started back in 1983 when it was held in Milan for the very first
time. The following year it moved to Birago and from 1995 to 2000 it was staged in Bologna before arriving in Verona in 2001,
where it has remained ever since. It takes place within the context of the world-famous horse fair, the Fieracavalli, which this year
celebrates its 123rd edition.
Belgian, German and Dutch riders have dominated the World Cup competition at Verona, but the Brazilan, Irish and Egyptian
national anthems have also been played during the prize giving ceremony. And, last time around at the 2019 event, it was British
Olympian, Scott Brash, who won through with Hello M’Lady when pipping Ireland’s Darragh Kenny and the aptly-named Romeo
in a thrilling 12-horse jump-off against the clock.
Britain’s record in the Italian leg of the series is a significant one. The legendary John Whitaker, who continues to compete at top
level, claimed victory in Bologna in both 1997 and 2000 and his younger brother, Michael Whitaker, won the 2009 edition in
Verona. With British showjumping on the rebound right now, could we have another British winner this time around?
NEW IDEAS
Fresh new ideas are always welcome in any sport, and in a move that marks the forward thinking of Jumping Verona, the 2021
edition will host a brand new competition. Designed in partnership between Fieracavalli and Scuderia 1918, the Top Team contest
will see representatives from Team Scuderia 1918 take on another team made up of the world’s top riders in a spectacular speed
class in which every jump left standing will add value to the final total prize money that will all go to charity.
Amongst those expected to take part are Giulia Martinengo Marquet who rides for the Air Force and is one of the mainstays of
Italian showjumping, America’s Jessica Springsteen who is a team silver medallist from the Tokyo 2020 Olympic Games, French
star Kevin Staut who won team gold at the Rio 2016 Olympics and Switzerland’s Martin Fuchs, team gold and individual silver
medallist at the Longines FEI Jumping European Championships 2021 staged in Riesenbeck, Germany last month.
The Top Team competition will be the highlight of the afternoon on Saturday 6th November just before the Small Grand Prix.
The action gets underway on Friday 5th, and Jumping Verona 2021 promises three days of prime-time sport which will conclude
with a new name added to the star-studded Roll of Honour as winner of the Longines FEI Jumping World Cup qualifier. It’s going
to be great!

Press Office Jumping Verona EQUI-EQUIPE
+39.331.4603432 /+39.06.45495394 / press@equi-equipe.com

Fieracavalli 2021: ArenaFISE will be the pulsing heart of
the activities organised by the Italian Federation of
Equestrian Sports

Rome, 28 October 2021 - Fieracavalli doubles up in 2021 with two weekends of great sport. 4-7 and
12-14 November: horses and equestrian sports will be in the forefront.
ArenaFISE - the headquarters of all competitions organised by the Italian Federation of
Equestrian Sports (Hall 5) - has also modulated its programme of sporting events to ensure two
weekends of sport and pure entertainment for professionals and enthusiasts alike.
4-7 November: while the top riders in the world compete in the Italian stage of the FEI World
Cup™ in Hall 8, the AreanFise will be animated by Best Rider My Horse, an event belonging to
the Sport Project. Colonel Lodovico Nava, for the best horse&rider pairs achieving qualification for
the circuit final, the Masters event (Bronze, Silver and Gold) scheduled for heights ranging from
115 to 135 cm and the traditional appointment with the DeNiroBootCO Regions Pony Cup, the
Pony My Horse Trophy and the Pony My Horse Champions Cup, where hundreds of young
people will compete on their ponies representing the various Regional Committees all over Italy.
The first weekend of course has great expectations for the 45th Under 21 Regions Grand Prix
KEP Italia, where the top young riders from all of Italy's will battle it out.
The second weekend - 12-14 November - sees the ArenaFISE host an impressive sports programme
including the involvement of Uliano Vezzani, one of the most important chef de piste in the world,
who will design the courses tackled by all riders competing in Verona.
ArenaFISE enhances its offering with the National Pony Show Safe Riding and the Ambassador
Clabel competitions which, together with the most important events in the National Pony Show, are
scheduled in Hall 8 - the Hall hosting the FEI World Cup™.
The sports calendar over the second weekend then welcomes the Equestrian Master named in
honour of Mariuccia Grandinetti (Hall 5 - Silver and Bronze circuits; Hall 8 - Gold circuit). An
event that the Federation organized to commemorate a great woman in the horse world, passionate
and always close to the world of equestrian sports.
The ArenaFISE programme this year will again be expanded by a series of collateral entertainment
activities and promotion of equestrian sports for members and enthusiasts.
For info and updates, go to the ArenaFISE special at www.fise.it

06 8366 8451

06 8366 8479

ufficiostampa@fise.it
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Volkswagen at Fieracavalli with the ID.4 GTX and the
Trailer Assist-equipped Tiguan and Touareg
The 2021 edition once again sees the partnership with the international event
dedicated to horse riding
The 123rd edition of Fieracavalli will be held from 4th to 7 th and from 12 th to
14 th November at Veronafiere
On display the 100% electric ID.4 GTX SUV, capable of towing up to 1,400 kg,
as well as Tiguan and Touareg with Trailer Assist, ideal also for horse transport
Verona – After the digital edition of 2020 due to the coronavirus pandemic, this
year sees the return of Fieracavalli, the international event dedicated to the
equestrian world linked to Volkswagen by a long-standing partnership.
Once again this year, for the 123rd edition, the automotive Brand is the Main
Sponsor of the 123x123 jumping Grand Prix and Main Partner of the only Italian
stage of the Longines FEI World Cup™. The prestigious exhibition, a reference
point in the Italian and European equestrian panorama that has been held in
Verona since 1898, will take place this year from Thursday 4th to Sunday 7th and
from Friday 12th to Sunday 14th of November at Veronafiere. Visitors will have the
opportunity to discover the 100% electric dual-motor 4WD SUV ID.4 GTX,
capable of towing trailers weighing up to 1,400 kg. Also on display will be the
bestselling Tiguan and the Touareg, Volkswagen's flagship SUV. Common to
these two models, among other things, is the possibility of being equipped with
Trailer Assist, the assistant to maneuver with a trailer ideal for those who must
transport horses.

Contacts:

VW Press & P.R.
Tel: +39 045 8091 316
federico.cara@volkswagen.it
More information:
stampa.volkswagengroup.it

Fieracavalli 2021 visitors will have the
opportunity to appreciate the
contemporary and resolute design of
the ID.4 GTX. 4.58 meters long, this
100% electric car combines the
muscular character typical of an SUV
with advanced and efficient
aerodynamics. Together with
sportiness, in fact, sustainability is the
other characteristic element of the
model: the ID.4 GTX is produced and
The Volkswagen ID.4 GTX is a 4WD 100% electric SUV
delivered to customers with a neutral
capable of towing up to 1,400 kg
balance of CO2 emissions. If electricity
produced from renewable sources is
used for recharging, the use of the car will also be carbon neutral.
Alongside the new model in the ID. Range, two other Volkswagen SUVs will be shown
to the public: the innovative bestseller Tiguan and the luxury flagship Touareg, both of
which can be equipped with Trailer Assist. This device is particularly useful for horse
riding enthusiasts and professionals who transport horses with their Volkswagen.
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The ID.4 GTX
At the top of the 100% electric SUV Volkswagen ID.4 range sits the ID.4 GTX, the sports
variant with all-wheel drive. Equipped with two engines, one on the rear axle and one
on the front, it delivers a total power of 220 kW (299 PS), which make it accelerate
from 0 to 100 km/h in 6.2 seconds and reach an electronically-limited top speed of
180 km/h. The 77 kWh battery (net capacity) guarantees a WLTP range of up to 480
km. This sporty SUV has seen the debut of the GTX denomination, which identifies all
the high-performance 100% electric variants of the Volkswagen ID. range. The boot of
the ID.4 GTX boasts a volume of 543 liters, which increases to 1,575 liters (loaded up
to the roof) by folding down the rear seats. Thanks to the electrically operated pull-out
tow hook (optional), this top-of-the-range model is able to tow trailers weighing up to
1,400 kilograms (braked, with an 8% gradient).

The Trailer Assist
Available on the Volkswagen Touran, Tiguan, Tiguan Allspace, Passat and Touareg, the
Trailer Assist allows the driver to no longer have to think about the complex task of
having to turn the steering wheel to the left so that trailer turns to the right (and vice
versa) when manoeuvring in reverse with a car and trailer.
The following components and assist systems are combined to make the innovative
Trailer Assist:
Park Assist: the Park Assist system uses ultrasound sensors in the area of the
front and rear as well as sensors in the wheels to measure the parking space.
The control unit of Park Assist gives the steering system precise commands
regarding how the car is to be directed into the parking space. If a trailer is
coupled, the control unit of the Park Assist changes to the Trailer Assist mode
and provides the steering system with appropriate information about which
direction it must drive so that the trailer is perfectly directed.
Rear View: as an electronic eye, the rear view camera system is focused on
the tow bar of the trailer. It views the tow bar as a compass needle: in this
way, the camera recognises the current angle of the trailer to the rear of the
car. The control unit of the Park Assist converts this angle into the current
steering angle of the trailer.
Mirror setting: the rotary knob of the exterior mirrors adjustment on the
driver’s side acts as a multi-function joystick with which the turning angle of
the trailer is determined.
Display in the cockpit: The multi-function display between the speedometer
and rev counter on Digital Cockpit displays which articulation angle of the
trailer is set when Trailer Assist is activated.
Electromechanical power steering: The necessary steering angle can be
automatically adjusted by the car just using the electromechanical power
steering. Unlike classic hydraulic power steering, this equipment makes it
possible to be controlled by the vehicle electronics and thus moved
automatically.
This is how the manoeuvres take place: when the driver engages reverse gear, the
system is activated by pressing a button. Now the mirror adjustment switch appears
on the display. The driver gets information on how he can set the desired steering
angle. As soon as he moves the switch, a symbol with a trailer appears on the display.
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Here the current articulation angle and the articulation angle of the trailer newly set by
the driver are displayed. With the aid of the external mirror switch, the driver sets the
desired direction of travel of the car and trailer.
The Trailer Assist takes over the specified steering angle. The car and trailer are
automatically aligned using the control unit of the Park Assist and the
electromechanical power steering. In the first manoeuvring phase, the driver selects
the articulation angle (up to 75°) to turn in reverse in a certain direction or to drive on
a curve. If the trailer is then in the direction of the destination, the driver finally simply
draws the mirror adjustment switch back. The car and trailer now drive precisely in
reverse in the trailer direction without having the need for manual corrections.

Volkswagen:
The Volkswagen Passenger Cars brand is present in more than 150 markets worldwide and produces vehicles
at more than 30 locations in 13 countries. Volkswagen delivered around 5.3 million vehicles in 2020. These
include bestsellers such as the Golf, Tiguan, Jetta or Passat as well as the fully electric successful models ID.3
and ID.4. Around 184,000 people currently work at Volkswagen worldwide. In addition, there are more than
10,000 trading companies and service partners with 86,000 employees. With its ACCELERATE strategy,
Volkswagen is consistently advancing its further development into a software-oriented mobility provider
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Sporting excellence and emotions in the Ring at the 123rd Fieracavalli.
Longines is once again in the forefront of
Jumping Verona as
Partner and Official Timekeeper.
4-7 November: Verona welcomes back its appointment with elite show jumping with
the most important international indoor circuit event held in Italy: the Longines FEI
Jumping World Cup™. The Swiss watch brand, thanks to the agreement signed with
the FEI (International Equestrian Federation), is Title Partner, Timekeeper and Official
Watch.
An unprecedented edition, symbolising the restart for the entire sector, which will see
the top riders and horses in the world take the field for the third stage of the Longines
FEI Show Jumping World Cup Western European League group.
The Official Watch of the event is the steel model of the new Longines Master
Collection, a symbolic tribute to the moon for the Maison's female clientele. This
timepiece encloses an automatic movement developed exclusively for Longines inside
a 34 mm diameter case: the calibre L899. At 6 o'clock it features an indicator of the
phases of moon surrounded by a date ring with Arabic numerals and an indicator
needle. The femininity of this piece is emphasised by the white mother-of-pearl dial
embellished with diamond indexes and the elegant steel bracelet.
Since signing the sponsorship agreement in 2013, Longines has been the first Top
Partner of the International Equestrian Federation, as well as its Official Timekeeper
and Watch. Thanks to this collaboration, the wristwatch Maison can boast of being
Title Partner of the Longines FEI Jumping World Cup™ for the Western European
League, the North American League) and the China League - as well as the Longines
FEI Jumping Nations Cup™ as signed in the long-term agreement with the FEI at the
end of August 2017.
The collaboration between Longines and the FEI strengthens the Swiss watchmaker's
historic commitment to equestrian sports and ensures that the brand enjoys a leading
role in the sector. An essential aspect in of this partnership is Longines' significant
investments in the development - in collaboration with the FEI - of state-of-the-art
timing and data management services, as well as the related technology specific to

equestrian sports.
Longines' passion for equestrian sports dates back to 1878 with the production of a
chronograph with an engraving of a jockey and his horse. This model, much loved by
jockeys and horse enthusiasts, used on competition fields since 1881, achieved
performances with precision to the second. In addition, in 1912 the brand became
involved for the first time in a show jumping competition. Today, Longines'
involvement in equitation riding includes flat racing, show jumping, dressage,
eventing, driving and endurance.
Founded in 1832 in the town of Saint-Imier, Switzerland, where it still has its
headquarters, Maison Longines boasts a savoir-faire rooted in tradition, elegance
and performance. Longines, heir to lengthy experience as the timekeeper for world
championships and partner of international federations, has established solid and
lasting ties with the world of sport over the years. With operations in more than 150
countries, Longines - the winged hourglass brand known for the elegance of its
timepieces - is part of Swatch Group SA, the world's leading watchmaking brand.
Longines Press Office
emanuela.alessandro@it.swatc
hgroup.com
www.longines.com

PRESS RELEASE
Milan, 28 October 2021
RADIO MONTE CARLO: OFFICIAL RADIO OF FIERACAVALLI
The Italian Radio based in Monte Carlo is the broadcaster that goes beyond time, changes and
fashions - and it as up-to-date as ever, even after celebrating its 55th anniversary this year.
Radio Monte Carlo is internationally recognized for its unmistakable sound and refined music
selection: its music has always been a manifesto of style and its pay off "Classy Music" emphasises
an ability to combine the most elegant pop of yesterday and today with the most refined and exclusive
sounds.
Radio Monte Carlo targets an essentially adult, high-profile, cultured audience with a keen
interest in the world of lifestyle taking in design, cinema, art, fashion, travel and sport.
The broadcaster's programming schedule is much loved by listeners who every day with great loyalty
follow Matilde Amato and Max Parisi, Monica Sala, Davide Lentini, Stefano Andreoli and Andro
Merkù, Rosaria Renna and Max Venegoni, Isabella Eleodori and Alberto Davoli, Kay Rush, Tamara
Donà and Guido Bagatta, Maurizio Di Maggio, Nick the Nightfly, Erina Martelli, Stefano Gallarini,
Marco Porticelli, Roberta de Matthaeis, Giancarlo Cattaneo and Giorgia Venturini.
In addition to music, which plays a dominant role in the editorial content, the radio also lives in the
local areas through prestigious partnerships, such as the one with Blue Note in Milan involving
live shows by Nick the Nightfly, as well as the numerous jazz festivals throughout Italy (including
Umbria Jazz, Time in Jazz, Sicily Jazz Festival), film events (one among many, the Venice Film
Festival) and sporting events (for example, the Monte Carlo Rolex Tennis Masters and the Monte
Carlo F1 Grand Prix).
Fieracavalli, for which Radio Monte Carlo is once again the official radio this year, is by now
one of the most eagerly awaited appointments by the radio's audiences, who will be able to
follow the event through Marco Porticelli's live reports from Verona and the radio's official
social media profiles.
Daily entrance tickets will also be given away free on Radio Monte Carlo frequencies.

Radio Monte Carlo Press Office - daniela.zoppi@mediaset.it

Verona, Italy, 28 October 2021

Partnership between Cavalleria Toscana and
Jumping Verona 2021 underway.
The Theme of the 2021 Event will be "HERE and NOW", launching the message of living
today, that "nothing is impossible and eternity is contained in the present".

The first weekend of appointments will set off at Veronafiere on Thursday 4 November at 9.00 with the GP
123x123, followed by the last stage of the Italian Champions Tour. The event will end on Sunday 7 November
with the CSI5* Longines FEI World CupTM.
All events hosted through the CTDigitalBox by Cavalleria Toscana & Jumping Verona will be shared Live on
digital channels to create an Off-Show event always connected to what we might call the Place to Be, LIVE,
thereby dematerializing the concept of conventional Trade Fairs.
A great chance to enter the world of Cavalleria Toscana: discover all the new products, meet the top riders, learn
about our vision of sport through the CTAcademy and its team of athletes and technicians, become protagonists
of the shooting set and get to know the RG configurator with all its endless possibilities for digital customization
of products.
Cavalleria Toscana will also organize a charity parade to launch the message guiding the entire theme of the
Competition, "HERE and NOW". An auction will be held before show where Cavalleria Toscana will knock down
a number of products and donating the proceeds to the Para-Dressage World Soul Onlus association. The idea
is to have a parade involving real people, Italian and international athletes and champions, prominent people in
equitation, athletes belonging to the CTAcademy and the World Soul Onlus association to emphasize the beauty
of reality and the times we are living.
The "HERE and NOW" topic interprets the concept of highlighting living in the present and in the real world
through physical and digital approaches:
Be alive.
Do this every time you breathe.
Love whenever you can.
Love until your eyes sparkle.
Look for what makes you tingle.
Be excited.
Don't waste time. Wasted time will never come back.

As the spokesperson for World Soul Onlus said: “We join forces by sharing the same great goals
to demonstrate that the impossible does not exist and that eternity is contained in the present":

Cavalleria Toscana S.p.A.
Via Celio Bottai, 11 Monsummano Terme (PT) - C.F. e P.iva 06456680484
Tel.: 0572 1906 490

Once again this year, the 123rd edition of Fieracavalli sees Kask as an official sponsor of Jumping
Verona.
Sponsorship by the Italian safety brand will welcome yet again this year many guests to the
renowned Kask Rider Lounge. Here, the top Italian and international riders competing in the
Longines FEI Show Jumping World CupTM will meet and relax before the competitions.
The all-Italian passion of Angelo Gotti, who founded KASK with an ambitious goal: create products
characterised by a perfect balance between technological excellence, functionality, safety and
stunning design.
Kask today - on the strength of its Made in Italy approach - ranks among the leading brands in the
sector and maintains very high standards that satisfy even the most discerning riders. From
amateurs to the world's top athletes, Kask helmets accompany every rider while assuring comfort
and safety.
The award-winning Italian helmet manufacturer KASK recently launched its new Kooki Collection,
which is available in various colours and models. The new, innovative collection is ready to be
discovered on the Kask Stand 1 in Hall 7.
Don't miss the big news of the season!

www.kask.com

